Sensory feedback and coordinating asymmetrical landing in toads
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Coordinated landing requires anticipating the timing and magnitude of impact, which in turn requires sensory input. To better understand how cane toads, well known for coordinated landing, prioritize visual versus vestibular feedback during hopping, we recorded forelimb joint angle patterns and electromyographic data from five animals hopping under two conditions that were designed to force animals to land with one forelimb well before the other. In one condition, landing asymmetry was due to mid-air rolling, created by an unstable takeoff surface. In this condition, visual, vestibular and proprioceptive information could be used to predict asymmetric landing. In the other, animals took off normally, but landed asymmetrically because of a sloped landing surface. In this condition, sensory feedback provided conflicting information, and only visual feedback could appropriately predict the asymmetrical landing. During the roll treatment, when all sensory feedback could be used to predict an asymmetrical landing, pre-landing forelimb muscle activity and movement began earlier in the limb that landed first. However, no such asymmetries in forelimb preparation were apparent during hops onto sloped landings when only visual information could be used to predict landing asymmetry. These data suggest that toads prioritize vestibular or proprioceptive information over visual feedback to coordinate landing.

1. Introduction

Coordinated landing involves the proper positioning of limbs and the development of appropriate levels of underlying limb muscle forces prior to impact. Such limb positioning and muscle force production depend on anticipating when and how hard one is going to hit the ground [1]. While anticipating and coordinating landing in a number of mammals involves complex sensory integration [2–4], it is less clear how sensory feedback is prioritized and integrated during landing preparation in the vertebrate lineage perhaps best known for jumping: anurans (frogs and toads). Here we present a study using a simple apparatus to perturb landing conditions in cane toads (Bufo marinus) to better understand how they prioritize sensory feedback to prepare for landing. In this study, we emphasize visual versus vestibular feedback, but acknowledge that proprioceptive feedback from the hindlimbs is also potentially of critical importance.

Cane toads are well known for coordinated landings [5], and two hallmarks of their in-air preparation are (i) large degrees of humeral protraction and elbow extension [6] and (ii) pre-landing electromyographic (EMG) activity in elbow extensors (m. anconeus heads; [7]) to brace for impact. Studies of anuran landing to date have used stable and level takeoff and landing surfaces during jumping trials, which typically lead to landings in which both forelimbs make ground contact nearly simultaneously at impact. To investigate roles of vestibular versus visual feedback for landing preparation, we designed experiments that forced toads to land with one forelimb well before the other. In one condition (roll treatment), asymmetry at impact was the result of long-axis rotation (roll) in mid-air (figure 1a), during which visual and vestibular
feedback could be used to appropriately predict an asymmetrical landing. In the other condition (slope treatment), toads hopped off a level platform onto a sloped landing surface such that visual feedback provided conflicting information from vestibular feedback about landing conditions (figure 1a).

We measured forelimb kinematics and pre-landing *m. anconeus* EMG activity bilaterally as toads prepared for landing under both conditions. Our null hypothesis was that toads use no sensory feedback to prepare for impact, and thus exhibit bilaterally similar forelimb movements and muscle activity patterns during hopping, regardless of landing condition (figure 1b). If instead sensory feedback is used, we predict that asymmetries in landing preparation should be present, depending upon which arm is anticipated to make ground contact first. Specifically, if vestibular feedback is prioritized over vision under these experimental conditions, we predict landing preparation will begin earlier in the limb to touch down first.

![Figure 1](http://rsbl.royalsocietypublishing.org/)

**Figure 1.** Experimental set-up, hypotheses and results. (a) Treatments to produce asynchronous landings. Throughout figure, right forelimb data are depicted in red, left in blue. (b) Graphical depiction of hypotheses. Red and blue solid lines represent elbow angle over time (increases = extension; decreases = flexion). Red and blue boxes designate the hypothetical onset and duration of pre-landing EMG activity in *m. anconeus* (anc.) of each limb. Vertical dashed lines designate limb touchdown times. (c,d) Results: images of toads in slope-left and roll-left landings with right and left arms designated by colour. EMG activity and elbow angle, θ, are shown for each limb. In roll-left treatment (c), note the asymmetries in EMG onset timing and elbow extension kinematics, with the left limb preparing for impact earlier than the right limb. (d) In slope treatments, EMG timing and elbow kinematics parallel one another between forelimbs despite the earlier left forelimb touchdown. This pair of results is only consistent with the vestibular control of landing hypothesis (shaded blue box). AO, *m. anconeus* onset; TD, forelimb touchdown time.
during trials in which animals roll in mid-air, but not when they takeoff normally and land on sloped surfaces (figure 1bii). By contrast, if visual information is prioritized, or is integrated with vestibular feedback, then we predict left–right asymmetries under both landing conditions (figure 1biii).

### 2. Material and methods

#### (a) Animals

Five adult *Bufo marinus* (44–131 g; mean = 69.3 g) were used for kinematic analysis and EMG recordings. Toads were obtained and housed as described in Cox & Gillis [6].

#### (b) Electromyography and data collection

The EMG data were collected bilaterally from the *m. anconeus* of the leading forelimb that is activated consistently before impact [8]. Electrodes were implanted and EMG signals were amplified as in the earlier work [7]. EMG signals were digitized at 5000 Hz using a National Instruments A/D converter (NIcDAQ-9178). Forelimbs were marked bilaterally as described in Cox & Gillis [6]. Animals were placed in a rectangular glass tank (89 × 43 cm) and hopped in two conditions: (i) roll treatments involved unstable takeoffs achieved by hopping toads off a weighted cylinder (12 cm diameter) that rolled as animals took off and reliably led to long-axis rotation in mid-air (figure 1a and d)—in these trials, animals landed on a flat surface, but because of the roll, forelimbs touched down at different times; (ii) slope treatments involved stable takeoffs off a 6 cm platform onto surfaces angled at 45°, which also led to different forelimb touchdown times (figure 1c). Videos of 12–15 hops were recorded at 500 fps and calibrated as described in Cox & Gillis [6] for each toad in each of the two conditions (131 total hops recorded, table 1).

#### (c) Data analysis

Videos were analysed to identify the time of landing of each forelimb. Elbow kinematics were analysed bilaterally as in Cox & Gillis [6]. EMG data were analysed as described in Schnyer et al. [9]. Differences between left and right forelimbs in touchdown times, *TD* _L-R_, *m. anconeus* onset timing, *ALO* _L-R_, and intensity, *AIL* _L-R_, were calculated by subtracting the value for the right limb from that of the left. The duration of impact preparation for each limb, *IpDur*, was defined as the time between touchdown of the first limb and the time when elbow extension began in each limb (figure 1c,d). ANOVAs with individual ID as a factor were performed to test for a linear relationship with a non-zero slope between the onset and intensity of pre-landing EMG activity and onset timing and duration of elbow extension across limbs, within slope and roll treatments. Differences in pre-landing EMG intensity, *AIL* _L-R_, and onset time between forelimbs, *AOL* _L-R_, for each individual were regressed against differences in forelimb touchdown times, *TD* _L-R_, for hops in roll conditions.

### 3. Results

We found that toads prepared appropriately for asymmetrical landings during roll, but not slope, treatments. For example, when animals rolled in mid-air, pre-landing EMG activity timing and intensity in *m. anconeus* depended upon which forelimb hit the ground first (figure 1d). Specifically, pre-landing EMG activity began earlier (*p* = 7.9 × 10⁻⁶; figure 2a), continued for a longer duration (*p* = 7.9 × 10⁻⁶; table 1) and was more intense (*p* < 8.1 × 10⁻⁶; figure 2c) in the forelimb that touched down first. Furthermore, for every animal, the intensity of pre-landing EMG activity, as well as the time difference between the EMG onsets in the left versus right forelimb, increased linearly with the difference between forelimb touchdown times (figure 2b,d). In other words, the leading limb’s *m. anconeus* activity began earlier and was more intense, relative to the trailing limb, the more asymmetrical the landing. But there was no significant difference between forelimbs in onset timing (*p* = 0.98; figure 2a) or duration (*p* = 0.67; table 1) of elbow extension between left and right forelimbs. By contrast, during roll hops toads began to extend the elbow of the leading forelimb significantly earlier than the trailing forelimb (*p* = 1.1 × 10⁻⁶; table 1 and figure 1d).

### 4. Discussion

By manipulating hopping conditions and forcing toads to land with one arm before the other, we have demonstrated that toads use sensory feedback in preparation for certain kinds of asymmetrical landings. Toads exhibit left–right forelimb asymmetries during roll treatments when vestibular and visual information (and potentially hindlimb proprioception) could be useful for predicting the asymmetry, but not during slope treatments, when visual feedback alone could be used to predict landing conditions. These results suggest that toads do not prioritize visual information during landing.

This apparent neglect of visual information might appear surprising given that toads have excellent visual systems that they rely on to plan routes [10] and locate prey [11–13] and as visual feedback seems critical for smoothly navigating uneven terrain. Indeed, vision is used in a variety of animals to modulate limb kinematics and mechanics when adjusting to running over uneven ground [14,15] or stepping onto a
sloped or raised surface [16]. Given this, we propose several questions that open directions for future work.

First, are our results generalizable? Our study probed toad landing preparation under a very narrow set of conditions. Are there other experimental set-ups—involving greater visual contrast or larger features—in which toads would use visual cues to modulate landing preparation? Or are toads using a sensory conflict mechanism [17] that might prioritize vision under other conditions? Second, future work could explore why toads might not rely on visual feedback for landing. Anurans typically cover their eyes with a nictitating membrane at the onset of a jump, and little is known about whether this might obscure vision. Perhaps toads rely less on vision to coordinate landing because it can be unreliable. Lastly, what limitations are there on landing without vision? Humans, monkeys and cats are able to tune landing preparation to drop height in the absence of visual information, but only when landing conditions are predictable [1]. While toads do not appear to use visual information during in-air rolling to make predictions about the relative timing and magnitude of impact between forelimbs, it is difficult to understand how, in the absence of vision, they could accurately predict the absolute time of forelimb impact, especially when navigating variable landing environments.

Thus, toads appear to use a landing strategy that relies on predictable conditions and vestibular and/or proprioceptive feedback to prepare for impacts at landing.
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